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54 WINGS regular clusters
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Fasano+06all-sky |b | > 20∘X-ray selected

Cava+09; Moretti+14

z=0.055 
log (M/M⦿)≈14.8

spectroscopic followup

4700 member galaxies (R < rvir): 1600 E, 1800 S0, 1200 S

irregular clusters removed Cava+17

3 ways to estimate virial radius: 
1) velocity dispersion “sigv”  
2) richness “Num" 
3) X-ray temperature “tempX”

stack by virial radius
Cava+17

77 clusters and 550 000 galaxies

WIde Field Nearby Galaxy Survey
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projected phase spacewider  more mass 
cuspier more radial orbits

{vLOS} ⇒
{vLOS} ⇒
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MAMPOSSt:  
Modeling Anisotropy & Mass Profiles  
of  Observed Spherical Systems
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MAMPOSSt:  
Modeling Anisotropy & Mass Profiles  
of  Observed Spherical Systems
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Cluster density profiles traced by galaxies 
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projected NFW fits well 
surface number density profile
with c = 4 Carlberg+97

cred = 4, cblue = 1.3  
Collister & Lahav 05

concentration c =
rvir

r−2

ΛCDM simulations: cmass = 4
                          Navarro+97

E

S0

S

c=3.6±0.8

c=2.7±0.6

c=0.8±0.2
su
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Stack of 54 z~0.05 regular (WINGS) clusters

A. Cava et al.: Structural and dynamical modeling of WINGS clusters. I.

Fig. 5. Projected surface number density profiles for E (top panel), S0
(middle panel), and S (bottom panel) galaxies, in the Reg-sigv (left-

hand panels) and Irr-sigv (right-hand panels) stacks, as determined us-
ing the spectroscopic samples of cluster members, and the completeness
weights. Radii are in units of r200,�, ⌃(R) are in units of r

2
200,�. The solid

(respectively dashed) curves are the best-fit (projected) NFW (respec-
tively King) profiles, as obtained by averaging the results of maximum
likelihood fits to the ⌃(R) of individual clusters, obtained using the pho-
tometric sample. Poisson error bars are smaller than the size of the sym-
bols, but do not include the completeness uncertainties.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for the Reg-Num and Irr-Num samples, using
r200,N in lieu of r200,�.

morphology-density relation (Dressler 1980). This is true both
for Reg and Irr clusters, and for both r200 scalings.

We also find that the concentrations, r200/rs and r200/rc for
the NFW and King models, respectively, of the spatial distribu-
tions of E and S0 galaxies are higher in Reg than in Irr clus-
ters, again independently of the r200 scaling. This is not true for
the concentration of the spatial distribution of S galaxies. We
provide a possible interpretation for this new result. Dynami-
cally relaxed cluster-size halos from cosmological simulations
are known to display a higher concentration (per given mass)
than their unrelaxed counterparts (e.g., Jing 2000; Neto et al.
2007). This is probably the consequence of recent (major) merg-
ers occurring in unrelaxed clusters. This could also explain the

Fig. 7. Histogram distributions of the ratio of best-fit NFW (left panels)
and King (right panels) model scale radius parameters for individual
clusters, using BCG and X-ray centers, for the E, S0, and S populations
in the top, middle, and bottom panels, respectively.

Fig. 8. Normalized scale radius as a function of the galaxy population
for the Reg (red dashed lines and filled symbols) and Irr (blue dash-
dotted lines and open symbols) sample. Top panels and dots (respec-
tively bottom panels and squares) are for the NFW (respectively King)
scale-radius. Left (respectively right) panels are for the r200,� (respec-
tively r200,N) scaling. Error bars are computed according to Eq. (16) of
Beers et al. (1990).

higher concentration of E and S0 galaxy distributions in Reg
clusters, if these kind of galaxies are good tracers of the mass
distribution. On the other hand, the insensitivity of the S spatial
distribution to their cluster relaxation state suggests that S galax-
ies are recent newcomers in the cluster potential, and that they
might not have settled down in a dynamical equilibrium config-
uration yet.

5. The line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles

We determine the line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles
(VDPs in the following) of di↵erent galaxy populations in our
four stack samples, by computing the biweight (Beers et al.
1990) velocity dispersion in concentric radial bins. We need
not worry about completeness in this analysis. In fact, observa-
tional selection is unlikely to operate in velocity space within the
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projected distance to center

Cava, Biviano, GM et al. 17

E

S0

S

⇒ number profiles consistent with NFW  types 
⇒ Ellipticals follow mass, spirals 4x wider distribution

∀
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Not 1, not 2
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Einasto

Einasto

Hernquist

posterior Bayesian evidence
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Not 1, not 2, but 30 sets of priors!
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Einasto

Einasto

Hernquist

posterior Bayesian evidence
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concentration vs. mass
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matches very well relation for halos in ΛCDM simulations!

free c

c = cΛCDM(M)

GM+19

}ΛCDM 
halos
±1σ
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Which morphology traces best the mass?
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NFW DM

gNFW DM

Ellipticals trace well total mass 
S0s fairly well 
Spirals trace poorly the total mass
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physical distance to cluster center (kpc)

GM+19

independently of stack

sigv stack

Best inner slopes of total mass: 
 

 

−1.6+0.7
−0.3 (𝚜𝚒𝚐𝚟)

−1.4+0.3
−0.2 (𝚝𝚎𝚖𝚙𝚇)

−1.8+0.4
−0.1 (𝙽𝚞𝚖)

effect of inner BCG?
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Outer vs. inner Velocity Anisotropy
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E: isotropic orbits

sigv stack, NFW DM

free anisotropy radiusanisotropy radius = density scale radius

inner velocity anisotropy inner velocity anisotropy
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GM+19

S: isotropic inner orbits & ~ radial outer orbits
S0: isotropic inner orbits & ~ less radial outer orbits

radial ↑

circualr ↓
circular ← radial →
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Effect of stacking method
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S0 orbits more like S (sigv & tempX) or more like E (Num)

gNFW DM

GM+19

circular ← radial →
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Why do ellipticals & S0s  
have isotropic inner orbits?
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morphologically transformed from infalling spirals

dynamical friction of parent infalling groups

artificial phase mixing of imperfectly stacked halos

2-body relaxation inefficient!

violent relaxation in merging clusters
1/3 of clusters undergo major mergers since z=1 (~1.5 galaxy orbits)
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Why do spirals have  
isotropic inner orbits?
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selection effect from rapid morphological transformation of spirals!

4x larger scale radius ⇒ rapid morphological transformation (< 1 orbit) 
          ⇒ narrower range of pericenters (& apocenters)
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Conclusions
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Cluster mass density profiles

Galaxies vs. mass

NFW or possibly steeper (BCG?)

Ellipticals trace mass best, spirals poorly 
S0s closer to ellipticals

Cluster number density profiles well fit by NFW within rvir 
… and out to > 10 rvir!

Inner orbits in clusters

Outer orbits in clusters

isotropic! 
E/S0: dyn’l friction of groups + violent relax’n 
S: selection effect of small range of pericenters

S more radial, E more isotropic, S0s closer to S(?)

concentration vs. mass consistent with simulations

Trevisan, GM & Stalder 17


